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P. 6 - Seattle U alumnus Shan Janjua
expands his family's restaurant
business after graduating




A DAY FOR THE MISSION. A LETTER FOR 310 11 OS A WITH SU SWIMMING'S
VOLUNTEER FOR US!
WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS ARE
WELCOME TO OUR ASSIGNMENT MEETINGS
EVERY MONDAY AT 7 P.M. IN THE CAMPION
BASEMENT.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS BEFORE
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SEATTLE MAYOR’S LAWYER SAYS CASE IS
“GUTTED” DUE TO MEDICAL REPORT OF
GENITALIA-Seattle Mayor Ed Murray’s lawyer
Bob Sulkin held a press conference on Tuesday.
During the conference, Sulkin revealed a medical
report that described an examination conducted
by Murrays physician which determined that the
Mayor does not have a mole on his genitals, nor
did he ever have one removed. This information
contradicts that in the lawsuit, which said
that Murray “had a distinctive genital region,
including reddish pubic hair and a unique mole
on his scrotum—it is a small bump.” Sulkin said
the entire case is now “gutted.” Last week, plaintiff
D.H. filed the lawsuit against Murray alleging
that he sexually abused him in the 1980s. D.H.,
who was a minor during the time of the alleged
assaults, also says Murray paid him for sex.
TERRORIST ATTACK IN SWEDEN KILLS
FOUR AND INJURES MANY—A man drove
a stolen beer truck into the crowded street of
Drottninggatan, in Stockholm on Friday, killing
four people and injuring 15. The incidenthas been
officially named a terrorist attack. The driver of
the truckhas been identified as Rakhmat Akilov,
39, an Uzbek whose application for asylum was
rejected last year. The first emergency call came in
around 2:50 p.m. local time as the truck slammed
into pedestrians then crashed into a department
store in the commercial district. The attack is one
of many that have occurred in Europe recently
involving motor vehicles.
NEWS
US LAUNCHES MISSILES AFTER SYRIAN
CHEMICAL ATTACKS-The U.S. government
launched 59 missiles at a Syrian air base last
Thursday as a response to the use of chemical
weapons. The chemical attack killed more than 80
civilians, many ofwhom were children. It was the
first military ordermade by U.S. President Donald
Trump. Congress did not approve the missile
retaliation, and many wonder if these actions
foreshadow a future aggressive military stance
for Trump on foreign affairs. The U.S. missiles
reportedly killed six people. The Russian military,
which is active in Syria, was notified of the strikes
in advance. Secretary of State Rex W. Tillerson
criticized Moscow for failure to disarm Syria
of its chemical weapons, as they had promised
when they first came to occupy the area. Iran has
condemned the American attack. Officials did not
provide details about any of the casualties.
SOUTH AFRICA PROTESTS THE DISMISSAL
OF THE FINANCIAL MINISTER-On Friday,
thousands of people gathered in South Africa’s
major cities to protest President Jacob Zuma’s
dismissal of Financial Minister Pravin Gordhan.
They are now calling for the resignation of
Gordhan on grounds of corruption. Mr. Gordhan
had oversight of state enterprises and was highly
respected for being fiscally responsible by many
citizens. He was seen as a force against the
government’s financial corruption—corruption
that President Zuma has come to symbolize.
The abrupt dismissal happened in a midnight
cabinet meeting last week. Marches fostered in
Cape Town, Durban, Johannesburg and Pretoria
becoming one of the largest South African
protests in years. The African National Congress
held smaller counter protests in Durban and
Johannesburg. Clashes between rival protesters
have been reported.
CHINESE PRESIDENT VISITS FINLAND AND
THE US-Chinese President Xi Jinping visited
Finland this week, just days before his first
meeting with President Trump. The shift in focus
of diplomatic ties comes after Trump openly
proposed an executive order targeting countries
that produce steel for the American market—a
measure aimed primarily at China—and after a
threat ofa 45 percent tariff on Chinese goods. This
visit to Finland is the first by a Chinese president
since 1995. China has also publicly stated itswishes
to strengthen partnerships with the European
Union. The two recently held a meeting to discuss
China’s expected actions to combat climate
change. The EU’s climate commissioner, Miguel
Arias Canete, said to the New York Times, “our
successful cooperation on issues like emissions
trading and clean technologies are bearing fruit.”
ALABAMA GOVERNOR RESIGNS AFTER
SCANDALS—Alabama Governor Robert Bentley
announced his resignation on Monday, April
10, after facing impeachment hearings. He was
charged with failure to disclose information on a
statement due to economic interest, and failure to
file campaign finance reports. He pleaded guilty
to these shortly before being taken to a county jail
and making his announcement. He has also been
accused of using state law enforcement officers to
intimidate staffers and suppress news of his affair
with former political adviser Rebekah Caldwell
Mason. Kay Ivey will be sworn in Monday night
as the next governor of Alabama.
Erika can be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com.
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Mission Day is reserved for faculty
exploration of the university’s
mission, which states that Seattle U
is dedicated to educating the whole
person and empowering leaders for
a just and humane world. This year,
after a Mission Day event hosted by
SGSU, faculty lived out the mission
in a rather literal manner, delivering
a letter of demands to President Fr.
Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
The letter, delivered to the
administration office on Thursday
afternoon, said it was submitted
in the name of a union that the
Administration of Seattle University,
Fr. Sundborg and the Board of
Trustees “refuse to recognize.” The
letter contains a list ofdemands which
address issues of budget transparency,
job security and employee benefits.
SACRED, or Seattle University
Adjuncts for Critical Research
on Education and Democracy,
participated in the letter delivery and
requested a response by the end of
April. The group was created in fall of
2016 to provide a forum for students,
faculty and community members
to discuss the impacts of budget
problems and to work in solidarity
with the adjunct faculty.
“The letter stresses the human costs
of those cuts,” said Seattle U film
professor and SACRED co-founder
Ben Stork, “and the problems of
the budgeting process and the way
that it doesn’t take into account the
actual Seattle University community
and really follows the dictates of
the market and doesn’t reflect an
educational mission, so much as a
financial mission.”
Stork, along with SACRED co-
founder Julie Harms Cannon,
organized a group of non-tenure
track faculty, tenure track faculty, staff
and students to compose the letter.
“On a day like today, when they
want to be celebrating 125 years of
amazing work, they’re neglecting the
fact that a lot of those years have not
included work that is living up to the
mission,” Harms Cannon said. “It’s
deeply saddening to me that folks who
are charged with sharing the mission
to our students, the faculty, are not
given adequate means to really work
with our students.”
SACRED had the support of
students from Reignite the Mission,
a Seattle U student group which
organizes to end racism, sexism,
hetereosexism, cissexism, classism
and disaster capitalist practices
on campus.
“As students, obviously we benefit
from faculty that are treated ethically
and with dignity,” Seattle U senior and
Reignite the Mission representative
Rose Lassalle-Klein said. “So we’ll
receive more quality education if our
adjunct in contingence are supported
sufficiently as human beings that
deserve a fair wage for their work.”
Seattle U student Gabriel Narvaez
and Student Government of Seattle
University Vice President Braden
Wild were the minds behind this
year’s Student Mission Day event, as
they both shared a vision to provide
students an engaging opportunity to
analyze the Seattle U mission.
For the first time ever, this year’s
Student Mission Day event was
held in the Campion Ballroom,
instead of the traditional Connelly
Complex. This year’s theme focused
on intersectionality, and the event
was titled, “Moral Responsibility in an
Intersectional World.”
Wild had hopes that this year’s
Student Mission Day would
get students thinking about the
university mission, and broaden
their perspectives.
“There’s no agenda behind what the
mission looks like or how you engage
with the mission,” Wild said. “Our
goal in setting out to do this was, ‘Let’s
get students thinking and engaging
with it.’ And every student is going to
think about it in a different way, but
we want to broaden your perspective
on how students engage with it, what
different identities and perspectives
they hold.”
Natasha Martin, Seattle U Chief
DAY IN LETTER TO FR. SUNDBORG
Diversity Officer, was a keynote
speaker at Student Mission Day
She spoke to the significance and
complexities of intersectionality.
“Intersectionality is a manner
of analyzing and understanding
complexity,” Martin said. “And why
intersectionality is so helpful is
because it allows us the ability to tell
a more complex story. It allows us to
have a more textured understanding
of the world, of people, including
ourselves, as well as helping us to
better understand the fullness of our
human experiences.”
After attending Student Mission
Day, electrical engineering student
Mahekdeep Singh expressed that
his major lacked opportunity for
discussions about how to apply topics
like intersectionality to his future
career. He said that, while it put him
out of his comfort zone, he felt closer
to his peers after being able to engage
with them on serious topics.
“It was amazing to see people
from different backgrounds,” Singh
said. “When we had the fishbowl,
people came together to share their
experiences and everybody was
listening. There was not like ‘you’re
wrong, you’re right’, it was just
everybody trying to take in their
personal experiences. And I think,
to an extent, everybody related, even
ELISE WANG • THE SPECTATOR
Students participate in group discussions at Mission Day in order to reflect on
SU’s mission.
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if they didn’t, they tried and I think
that’s what counted for me.”
Wild said that Student Mission
Day will continue again in 2018,
and that planning for next year is
already underway.
“As promising as it is to see all ofthe
faces in the room that we saw, I think
it’s also obvious which faces are not
here and how small this event really
was, and why this room isn’t filled,”
Dian “D.D.” Meakin, a transfer student
studying sociology, said about the
scope of the event. “I get it that it’s the
first year, but this the relevant topic.
It would be really great to see some
of the really vocal groups on campus
participate in something like this.”
Gabriel Narvaez and SGSU
representatives are planning to present
a comprehensive report of the results '
of Student Mission Day, including the
insight and concerns of the students
who participated.
SACRED will wait to hear back
from Fr. Sundborg about where he
stands on their demands. They expect
a response by the end of the month
of April, and will continue to collect
online signatures.
Haley may be reached at
hwitt@su-spectator.com
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SU ALUMNUS EXPANDS FAMILY BUSINESS “NAAN N CURRY”
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
Naan N Curry, a restaurant in Renton
and Issaquah, is recognized for its
top-notch Pakistani/Indian food and
professional service. What the reviews
won’t tell you is that the restaurant
is also the success story of a Seattle
University alumnus. Shan Janjua, a
graduate from the class of 2012, has
expanded his family business to two
locations with a thirdin the works, but
this wasn’t always part of his plan.
Not long ago Janjua was a graduate
from the University of Washington,
weighing medical school and the
corporate sector against the prospect
of inheriting the restaurant. Janjua
applied to Seattle U’s Master of
Business Administration program to
better understand his skills and learn
where they could be applied, and
wound up completing the program
with a better understanding ofhimself
as well.
“I saw a new-found desire to expand
and succeed,” said Majid Janjua,
his father. “When [Shan] realized
his strengths, weaknesses and his
overall capacity to be productive, he
was able to better delegate and train
his teammates.”
Looking back on his experiences in
the MBA program, Janjua points to
a class on emotional intelligence as
his most formative and eye-opening
experience. Emotional intelligence,
the ability to recognize emotions in
oneself and others, was a recently-
addedrequirement at the time but has
since become a staple of the program.
The class taught Janjua to adapt
to the personalities of others and
highlighted the importance of support
groups when making business
decisions. For Janjua, this support
group consisted of his wife, parents
and sisters, who helped him take
risks confidently and responsibly. He
stressed that the lessons from this
class are what he uses the most and
have had the greatest relevance to his
dailyoperations.
“In order to lead, in order to do
something within an organization or
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Shan Janjua, the owner and chef of the Issaquah location ofNaan N Curry. SAMIRA SHOBEIRI • THE SPECTATOR
be in a business, you need to learn
more about yourself than anybody,”
Janjua said. “You need to know how to
get the most out of yourself so you can
get the most out of your team.”
Janjua took up a corporate job
after finishing the master’s program,
only to find that it was not what he
wanted. He described the position
as more stable and straightforward
than managing a restaurant, but also
more confining.
While studying and working at
Naan N Curry, Janjua was able to learn
something in class and immediately
applyit to thebusiness, which he could
not do in this new position. Though
it meant more responsibility, Janjua
ultimately choseTiis family business
because it allowed him to take risks
and innovate, using the tools he had
gained from Seattle U.
He soon became the manager
of Naan N Curry and took on the
challenge of opening a second
restaurant. Combininghis experiences
from the MBA program and the years
he spent working under his parents,
Janjua managed to staff the new
Issaquah location to 75 percent of the
level of the original, all within a matter
of four months.
Janjua claims that a large part of
the restaurant’s success was founded
on the trust and camaraderie he had
with the staff. In particular, he credits
Xenos Nair, his longtime friend and
manager of the Issaquah location, for
supporting the idea and helping him
achieve it.
“We’d always talked about opening
something, [Janjua] and his family
have a great product and great
branding,” Nair said. “It was a comfort
level that we had with each other
and being real with one another that
allowed this to happen.”
Though Janjua learnedmany lessons
from opening and managing the
second location, the one that stood out
to him the most was not being afraid
to take the first step. In the midst of
piling finances and having recently
become a father, all factors seemed
to point against the new restaurant,
but he trusted his instinct and was
rewarded for it.
“There was really was not a good
time, there is never the perfect time
and sometimes you just have to take
the plunge,” he said. “As simple as it
sounds, I would say follow your gut.
It’s great to have data and we really
emphasize usingthat for our decisions,
but you shouldn’t let it stop you.”
Janjua plans to establish the third
Naan N Curry in the downtown Seattle
area, bringing his family’s recipes to
an even larger community than ever
before. For more information on
Naan N Curry’s Renton and Issaquah
locations visit www.naanncurry.com
or contact info@naanncurry.net.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
SU ALUMNA FIGHTING OCEAN POLLUTION WITH CORA BALL
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
Ask a person what chores they dread
doing, and one of the first to top their
list will surely be laundry. A former
Seattle University student has created
a device intended to simultaneously
improve the environment and wash
your socks.
Brooke Winslow, who graduated
from Seattle U in 2015, has helped
create the Cora Ball, a spherical,
tentacled device with a lofty goal. It is
designed to trap plastic particles and
micro fibers that normally shed from
clothes in the wash, thus preventing
those fibers from draining out into
the ocean.
The Rozalia Project, which created
the Cora Ball, began in 2010. Its
founders,Rachael Miller and husband
James, declared their mission to
clean and protect the ocean through
cleanup, education, innovation and
solutions-based research.
When Winslow graduated
from Seattle U two years ago, she
immediately started working for the
Rozalia Project. She had internedwith
the project during her first two years
of college at MIT.
The inspiration for the Cora Ball
came to Winslow as she noticed
sandburs attached to her two
Newfoundland dogs after they had
been romping around outside. She
noticed that sandburs were a natural
way to capture debris. Further
inspiration came to the team as they
observed coral and its natural ability
to capture particles from the water;
the water is able to flow through
the coral’s large surface area while
simultaneously trapping particles.
Winslow then modeled the Cora
Ball on the computer, utilizing a 3D
printer to create an initial prototype.
After several adjustments were made
to the design, a finalmodel was created
and a kickstarter campaign was made
this year. The kickstarter was wildly
successful and the fundraising goal
of $10,000 was reached within three
hours. Since then, even more has
been raised.
Brooke Winslow (right) holdinga Cora Ball. PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ROZALIA PROJECT
“There are three benefits of a big
kickstart,” Winslow said. “First, there
will be more impact for a clean ocean.
Second, it demonstrates that people
care and will show support for a
solution to the ocean plastic problem.
And finally, a big kickstart will allow
us to transition from making the Cora
Ball at the kitchen table to production
on a larger scale and therefore wider
distribution and a bigger impact on
the ocean.”
Ocean pollution from plastic and
microfibers is still being researched,
and products like the Cora Ball are
attempting to address it. The driving
idea is that every time clothes are
washed, fibers break free and end up
in the ocean.
According to the Rozalia Project, a
single fleece jacket can shed as many
as 250,000 fibersper wash. These fibers
are often made up of plastic particles
and toxic non-plastic substances. The
effects of these microfibers are still
being speculated. Previously, nets
used tocollect ocean plastic have been
too big to collect the tiny fibers. The
small size of the fibers makes them
difficult to capture and observe.
The Rozalia Project website asserts
that microfibers pose a major threat
to ocean life, humans and other land
creatures citing microfibers as being
the single biggest pollution problem
facing our oceans. The fibers then
enter the human food chain when
we consume the sea life that has been
exposed to the fibers.
A study in California showed that
67 percent oftested species in markets
contained fibers. Even if someone
does not directly consume fish, the
microfibers can still enter their diet
after fish meal is fed to cows, pigs
and chicken.
There are no filter technologies that
stop microfiber pollution, according
to Winslow. The Cora Ball is the first
device to tackle this recent conceivable
threat to ecosystems in the ocean and
throughout the world.
“We think of this as a way forpeople
to make a small effort to cause a big
impact,” Miller said. If 10 percent
of U.S. households used a Cora
APRIL 12. 2017
Ball, the Rozalia Project says that
the equivalent of 30 million water
bottles per year would be kept out of
the ocean.
The Cora Ball, made of soft and
flexible plastic, can be pulled apart
and is easily cleaned. Its arms
have bumps and ridges that catch
the fibers.
“Cleaning a Cora Ball is no harder
than cleaning a hairbrush,” Winslow
said. The team members of the
Rozalia Project are now working
on manufacturing.
“Production of the Cora Ball
will start soon. We are working
with local manufacturers to create
a sustainable and localized chain
of production,” Brooke said. The
product is expected to be delivered to
those who have ordered it by July of
this year.
More information about the Cora
Ball and a link to the kickstarter can
be found at rozaliaproject.org.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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SU ECOCHALLENGE KICKS OFF ITS FOURTH YEAR
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
“There is something to explore and
learn for everyone, whether you are
newto sustainableliving or along-time
practitioner,” said Yolanda Cieters,
sustainability manager for Seattle
University’s Center Environmental
Justice and Sustainability.
This week marks the fourth
anniversary of the EcoChallenge at
Seattle U, an event meant to challenge
students and alumni to-reflect on their
consumption and how it affects the
local and global community and the
Earth. This year, the main focus is
foodconsumption and water use. The
EcoChallenge will take place from
April 10 to April 28.
“I think the biggest take-away has
been the ‘learn portion ofthechallenge
and the selection of resources that
are shared during the challenge,”
Cieters said.
The EcoChallenge provides
participants with resources such
as videos, footprint calculators,
informational articles and advocacy
campaigns. Another major aspect of
the EcoChallenge is the research done
by participants to learn who is doing
what in the community to promote
environmental sustainability.
“Last year when I participated in the
EcoChallenge I remember that the first
week was about food and waste,” said
Troy Chen, a senior environmental
science major at Seattle U. “I tried
to shop in a more environmentally
friendly way by buying goods with no
packaging or less packaging.”
The second two weeks of last year’s
challenge focused on energy and
building and social sustainability.
“I was really interested in green
engineering so I did research about
green housing. I also did research on
lead piles distribution. We were given
a webpage where you can type your
address in and see pipe materials in
your area,” Chen said.
The theme of this year’s
EcoChallenge is “Belongings and
Belonging.” Participants are being
challenged to track their spending,
8 NEWS
their food consumption and their
water use.
Kimberly Gawlik, senior
administrative assistant at the College
of Arts and Sciences, has participated
in the EcoChallenge every year.
“At first, I was hesitant to participate
again in this year’s EcoChallenge,”
Gawlik said. “I thought that it would
be the same material and structure
as last year. I learned that they had
revamped the challenge this year, and
they made a lot of really good changes.
I like the new focuses this year and the
fact that they have made the challenge
more inclusive this year.”
One main difference this year is that
people are able to participate in the
challenge as individuals, and teams
can now have up to eight members.
The challenge is now opento students,
faculty, staff and alumni. The goal of
making the challenge more open and
inclusive is to gain more support for
the challenge and encourage more
people to participate, even if they
don’thave a team to participate with.
“The challenge is also more cohesive
and interconnected with other
happenings on campus and the world
this year,” Gawlik said. Earth Day
is on April 22, which will be during
the EcoChallenge.
Bon Appetit is also getting involved
in the environmental efforts by
weighing and measuring food waste
during Earth Week.
During the first week, participants
are challenged to determine their
baseline consumption habits by
tracking spending, fqpd consumption
and water use habits so that they
can then see how their consumption
habits might change over the next
few weeks. Participants will fill out a
scorecard to track different aspects of
their consumption.
Participants will earn points by
making simple lifestyle choices, such
as using less water and being more
conscious of their consumption,
advocatingfor issues thatare important
to them, participating in volunteer
activities or watching informative
videos. Gifts and prizes will be given
out each week to those who have
accrued the most points for the week.
At the end of the EcoChallenge the
highest scoring team will receive a gift
for eachmember of the team.
By establishing a baseline for
consumption patterns and then
providing activities and information
about how to personally improve and
make more eco-conscious choices,
the EcoChallenge is a way to make
participants thinkabout theircurrent
patterns and what they can do to
improve in the future.
“If in the future participants
engage more with their communities,
consume less, and care more for
their environment,” said Phillip
Thompson, director for the
Center for Environmental Justice
and Sustainability. “The EcoChallenge
will be a success.”
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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CLOTHESLINE PROJECT OFFERS OUTLET FOR SURVIVORS OF ASSAULT
Josh Merchant
Staff Writer
While eating at Cherry Street this
week, students who regularly dine in
the cafeteria gazed at something new:
a display oft-shirts, decoratedunder a
theme of sexual assault and domestic
violence, along the balcony of the
Student Center. These t-shirts are part
of a nationwide movement called the
Clothesline Project.
“The idea behind it is that we
decorate t-shirts to honor and
support survivors of sexual assault
and domestic violence,” said Ashley
Abel, a sophomore biology major and
Health and Wellness Crew (HAWC).
“Using a t-shirt, were relating it to
the survivors themselves and the
clothes that they were wearing when
this happens.”
While the national project originally
focused specifically on women, Abel
said Seattle University opened the
campaign up to people of all genders,
in recognition that many survivors
aren’t necessarily female.
Abel hopes that the publicity of
the Clothesline Project will start a
conversation on campus.
Abel said that last year at Seattle
University, there were zero reported
sexual assaults. She believes this to be
inaccurate, meaning that many sexual
assaults on campus go unreported.
“It can be a horrifying experience,
very traumatic, and [survivors] can
feel very alone,” Abel said. “So we
want them to know that people are
out there, having these t-shirts, having
other students who are survivors or
who are allies or who are willing to
talk and be there for other students,
that’s a really empowering feeling.”
Abel said that the Clothesline Project
will also hopefully publicize another
event next week, called Take Back
the Night.
“Take Back the Night is an
event to support those who have
experienced sexual assault, and/
or domestic violence,” said senior
communications major Jane Hunter.
“This year’s theme is a really big focus
on building community for those who
ELISE WANG • THE SPECTATOR
The Clothesline Project allows community members to create t-shirts in commemoration ofsurvivorsofsexual assault during
Sexual Assault AwarenessMonth.
have experienced sexual assault or
domestic violence.”
Hunter continued that HAWC’s
partnership with Survivors Support
Network (SSN), a Seattle U club that
helps provide resources for survivors
of sexual assault, has helped center
the event around survivors and their
personal experiences.
While Take Back the Night will
focus on survivors, Hunter clarified
that allies are also welcome to come
in order to learn about how best to
support survivors.
Hunter explained the various
aspects of Take Back the Night,
including a brand-newprogram called
“Taking Action.”
“We’re getting local organizations
and clubs on campus to pull together
a wealth of resources so people can
go to every single table and see which
resources are available to them on the
campus,” Hunter said.
In addition to “Taking Action,”
Take Back the Night will also include
a march around campus, for which
participants are encouraged to create
signs. Hunter said there will also be
four speakers, as well as a slam poet
and an open-mic portion of the event
where people can share their stories.
The night will conclude with a vigil.
“We’re gonna have candles, and
people can say a prayer ifthey want to,
they can say a poem, or just words that
have stuck with them, or just words of
support,” Hunter said.
First-year graduate student and SSN
member Marissa DiBella explained
that the primary goals are to build
supportive communities and to
empower those who have experienced
domestic violence or sexual assault.
“Oftentimes at Take Back the
Night, we have people coming up and
saying ‘this is the first time I’ve ever
spoken about what happened to me,’”
DiBella said. “So I’m really hoping
that it works to empower people
and start their healing process in a
different way.”
Further, DiBella hopes that allies
can leave with a better understanding
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of how best to support survivors of
sexual assault or domestic violence.
DiBella also clarified that while the
Clothesline Project and Take Back the
Night are partnered during Sexual
Assault Awareness Month, they’re
different in that they use different
media to express the experiences of
survivors. While Take Back the Night
will feature speakers and spoken-
word, the Clothesline Project helps
survivors to process their feelings and
use artisticexpression as an outlet. She
believes that the visual component is
particularly compelling.
“You know, we hear the statistics,
we hear the ages that people are
more likely to experience this kind
of violence,” Dibella said. “But then
when you see these stories displayed
on t-shirts, you tie it back to: these are
really human experiences, way past
the numbers.”
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life... try that thing that scares you! they'll be glad you called! week. Be sure to share your findings, the only "you" you've got.
YT GEMINI VIRGO JA SAGITTARIUS U PISCES
JJ» 5/22-6/21 Iff 8/23-9/22 Jr* 11/22-12/21 * » 2/20-3/20
Drink three jugs of chocolate milk in a Regardless of gender, lipstick makes a Keep an eye out for lucky pennies on Write a letter to an old friend -
row just to prove you can. perfect addition to any spring outfit. the ground - you'll need it! include at least 10 stickers.
ETC...
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0 The last Horcrux
|||lil An actual baby chick
0 A slightly smaller egg
0 Key to a new car
A hard-boiled egg
0 Sunshine
0 The new Kendrick album
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STEM STUDENTS PARTNER WITH PROFESSORS ON RESEARCH PROJECTS
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
She steps into the Bannon building,
punches in the code to unlock the
door and enters a lab.
Bacteria. Cells. Hydroxylapatite.
She spends anywhere between one
and five hours isolated in the lab,
depending on which household spice
she is experimenting on that week.
Turmeric. Cocoa. Cinnamon.
Daily, she invests time from her
curiosity to see if eating or consuming
these spices in different foods could
inhibit cavity formation.
She researches her own papers
and develops her own protocol
to experiments. This project is
completely her own.
Lauren Lau is a practicing scientist
and a senior biology major at Seattle
University. Throughout the year,
students in the College of Science
and Engineering—like Lau—engage
in complex scientific research that
are presented as at conventions
around the nation.
Lau was able to present her
poster with her experiment results
done thus far at the American
Society for Microbiology Regional
Conference in Seattle.
"Research is a lot of trial and error,"
Lau said. "You try things and if it
doesn't work you're going to have to
troubleshoot it. I find it a lot of fun."
All students in the College of
Science and Engineering engage
in research at some point in their
college years. However, some of
these students express curiosity
far beyond the typical mind, often
leading them to conduct their
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own invented experiments.
As they begin experimenting
their hypotheses and start finding
solutions and answers, they record
their findings. Most students then
have the opportunity to present
these papers at conferences. These
conferences range from student
research to professional research
where posters are involved.
"They've already done the
experiments, reached their
conclusions and created the poster.
Now they have the opportunity to
engage with other scientists," said
Dean of the College of Science and
Engineering Michael Quinn.
Quinn has been dean of the College
of Science and Engineering since
2007. During this decade, he has seen
the undergraduate research program
grow twice as large.
Today, the college offers 40 students
a paid summer experience where
they can work on their research
and get a stipend for doing so. This
unique opportunity speaks volumes
about the type of program Seattle U
runs, Quinn said.
Attending a conference comes
with several benefactors for both the
student-researcher and Seattle U.
The student researcher gets
exposure to other studies at these
conferences, gets the opportunity to
practice their presentations in front
of scientists that hold a doctorate
and, ultimately get their name out
in the field of the highly competitive
discipline they study.
"The more general audience are
all very impressed with the students
work because they did not picture
undergraduate students performing
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Lauren Lau presented her experiment at the American Society for
Mircobiology Regional Conference.
such complicated research," Yen-Lin
Han, Ph.D., mechanical engineering
assistant professor said.
Han has shared research with
students in the past. Last year she
worked with a student-researcher on
constructing a thermal ablation probe
for cancer treatment. The student-
researcher has since graduated, so
this year Han decided to continue
the same research and choose
another two students to help her
advance the study.
Instead of waiting for a student
to reach out to her, she asked one
of her advisees who she knew was
interested in physical design to join
her. This student's roommate was
also interested, but more so in the
complication simulation studies
aspect. Once the two roommates
accepted Han's offer to join her
research team, Han submitted a
proposal to continue the study.
The team will be presenting their
research on this thermal ablation
probe for cancer treatment in an
upcoming "Design a Medical Device
Conference" at the University of
Minnesota this week. In June, the
team's research will be published.
Han hopes that as her teammates
present at a conference full of
professionals with similar interests,
they will get a taste of what their
future in this field will look like.
"It's fairly rare for undergraduate
students to be able to attend such
sort of high caliber conference, but
I think it'll be a great opportunity
for my students to see how exciting
it is," Han said. "Sort of give them
some simulation of what the
future can hold."
The university also benefits
from these conferences as Seattle
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“RESEARCH IS A LOT OF TRIAL AND
ERROR,” LAU SAID. “YOU TRY THINGS
AND IF IT DOESN’T WORK YOU’RE
GOING TO HAVE TO TROUBLESHOOT
IT.” - SENIOR LAUREN LAU
U students, all of whom are
undergraduates, present their
research that is considered to be akin
to graduate level.
Funding for research this intense
often require more equipment, tools
and time. This funding comes from
individuals who donate money every
year to support student's summer
research, grants that the professors
have and money that the dean raises.
This funding however, is not
enough to allow all students to take
part of this learning process that this
research typically comes with, such as
completing the scientific process for
a hypothesis with a mentor and with
the chance of possibly presenting
it at a convention. The scientists at
these conventions will then give
the student-researcher feedback to
improve their study.
Because funding is limited, the
number of students that get the
chance to embark on a research that
has the potential to be displayed at a
convention is also limited.
Kathy Paul, Donor Engagement
and Stewardship Coordinator of the
College of Science and Engineering,
helps raise funds for the college and
the dean's fund. One of the ways
Paul does this is by helping organize
special visits from possible donors,
who are considered VIPs.
During these VIP meetings, the dean
ofthe college will meet them at a lunch
event. They also get the opportunity
to meet different teams working on
different science experiments. The
VIPs often get paired with a team
working on research correlated to
their profession's study.
Paul reminds the student-
researchers to say what year they're
in. With the type of research they
engage in, oftentimes people will
mistake them for graduate students.
Everyday Paul is impressed with the
dedication the professors teach their
students and with the great effort
the students put into their research.
Coming from a theatre background,
Paul is always discovering things
that she would have never learned
with her theatre major. Today, she
takes on the role of putting together
quarterly College of Science and
Engineering magazines.
"I love that they have joy in
discoverybecause I do too," Paul said.
"So just being in that environment
is really amazing for me. Every day
there's something that someone talks
to me about that's brand new and
almost every day I'm like, 'really?'"
There exists a few ways that
students are selected to engage in
these intense studies for the chance
to present their work at a conference.
More often than not, students
are teaming with their professor
and continuing the research their
professor has began.
Johanna Rinaman, a senior
chemistry major, advises students to
recognize their interests and make
it known to their professors. More
often than not, these professors
are working on something related
to that interest or know someone
who is. This is how she got involved
with research.
"Professors seem hard and upfront
but if you email them and are like,
'I'm really interested in this subject,'
they know everyone, so they might
know someone who's looking for an
assistant. That's how I got mine!"
Rinaman said
Rinaman's focuses on analytical
chemistry. She mentioned this interest
to her then-Organic Chemistry
professor. Her Organic Chemistry
professor then recommended
Rinaman to apply for a position
posted by chemistry Associate
Professor Douglas Latch. Last
week, Doug attended the American
Chemical Society Conference in San
Francisco, presenting the work that
he and Rinaman have studied.
For about a year now, the
photochemistry team has researched
how light interacts with matter.
As the Spectator interviewed
Rinaman, she continuously referred
to Dr. Latch as, "Doug," an indicator
of the mentor-mentee relationship
between the two. Throughout her
research and her preparation for the
convention, Latch has shown Rinaman
support since the initial stage
of their collaboration.
Every student-researcher begins
their research at different years
in their college career; also, every
student-researcher begins with a
different knowledge bank, therefore
mentors are crucial to guide the
student to the right path.
At a convention in which Rinaman
presented her research, she
mentioned that displaying her work
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Petri dishes are often used to make agar plates for microbiology studies.
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at the conference differs substantially
from when she displays it with her
friends and family, who have a hard
time understanding her work as well
as her explanations.
"At the conference people actually
asked questions specifically about
my research which is really cool so
I can have deeper conversations,"
Rinaman said.
Giving the student-researchers
this chance to speak to scientists
and to engage in this meaningful
conversation is one of the
reasons Han got involved in her
students research.
"I want to see the students go
through the learning process. When
they learn, that's theirs forever. My
role is to foster this environment for
them to go through this process,"
Han said. "If I could, I would get more
students and do more. So I think
it's very natural to me that I like my
students. I like to be involved in their
growing process in their education."
Yesenia can be reached at
yvarela-@su-spectator.com
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NIKKITA OLIVER AND SU STUDENTS TAKE PART IN POETRY SLAM
Olivia Ragazii
VolunteerWriter
“The youth right now are what?”
The audience yells back, “The truth
right now!”
Young people are leading the fight
for social justice in Seattle. Their
medium? Spoken word.
Youth Speaks Seattle 2017 Grand
Slam sold out Town Hall Friday night
with 800 people in attendance. The
night was filled with powerful words
about personal experience and social
justice issues—all performed by poets
ages 13 through 19.
The event was hosted by Nikkita
Oliver; a poet and familiar face in
the Slam community as well as a
Grassroots organizer, a UW Law
School graduate, educator, boxer and
the People’s Party’s mayoral candidate
for 2017.
The multifaceted host set aside
politics for the night and kept the
audience hyped for the brave young
souls on the stage and what they had
to deliver.
Slam is the sport of spoken word.
The Youth Speaks Seattle 2017
Grand Slam is a competition that
began with preliminary rounds sifting
the poets down to a group of 10 folks
that competed Friday night. They
each had three minutes to speak their
piece and then they were judged on a
10-pointscale by five judges.
Five of the 10 will compete in
Brave New Voices, a national slam
competition held in San Francisco
in July.
Slam competitor and Seattle U
sophomore, Ivy Jong (they/them/she/
her) performed in the first round.
Their poetry is inspired by personal
experiences and put in the context of
greater social justice issues.
That seemed to be the theme of the
night: personal narrative that ties into
the larger system.
Growing up in the Midwest, Jong
was active in their queer community,
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and found spoken word in Seattle
as a way to express feelings that are
otherwise difficult to get out.
After changing the policy of
restrooms to gender fluid in their
own high school with the help of
their Queer Club, Jong felt like the
progress they had made took five steps
backwards when Trump implemented
the law. prohibiting schools from
having gender fluid restrooms.
Thus fueling their inspiration for
a poem.
The poem they performed was
about the trans experience with public
restrooms and how harmful the
binary can be, making it difficult for
trans folk to exist in public space.
They delivered it powerfully
and emotions were high during
the performance.
That’s the power of spoken word.
Feelings and frustrations of isolation
and injustice can be communicated
into art and shared among people.
Whether listeners relate or not,
Youth Speaks participants have the
platform to take up space however
they want and it is up to listeners
to empathize. (Vocalizing feelings,
snaps and foot stomps are heavily
encouraged at spoken word events.)
Coco Decker (they/them) is a poet,
Seattle U graduate, photographer and
collaborator with Youth Speaks.
They point out that as a white
person, they will never know what
is it like to experience being a POC,
but they can listen to those stories and
empathize with them.
Empathy is a big part of social
movement and spoken word allows
marginalized folks to tell their story.
The youth are at the core of social
movement in Seattle.
“Young people are mistaken as the
leadersoftomorrow.buttheyareleading
right now.” Oliver said.
Youth Speaks poets covered issues
about trans experiences, police
brutality, the killing of POC in
America, colonialism, mental illness,
disabilities, struggles with identity
and more. The stage is a place where
anger can serve as a means for change
and thesekids have a right to be angry.
“The world has told them that
as minorities, they are hated,” said
Jong, “They are expected to stay in
the background.”
By getting up on the stage and
voicing their experiences, it is an act
ofdefiance for these young folks.
It is apowerful act to speak the truth
on stage and you have to listen; they
cannot be pushed down nor are they
backing down.
Their age did not matter.
If anything, their young age
allowed them to communicate their
experiences better, even though their
lives have been stained with thereality
of the social justice issues they were
spitting about.
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SeattleU sophomore, Ivy Jong, performed at the 2017 Youth Speaks Grand Slam.
The competition was on the back
burner to the messages these young
folks were sharing with the audience.
Oliver reminded the audience that the
point was not about the politics, but
about the poets.
No matter the score, every word
the poets spoke was important. Their
words raised the voices of those who
have been silenced by oppression.
For older audience members, the
poems they heard were a reminder
about what they are fighting for; it is
for the youth and their future.
The Youth Speaks poets left the
audience chewing on the message of
“This is what’s wrong in the world.
What are you going to do about it?”
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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RADIOHEAD PULL OUT ODDITIES AND OLD FAVORITES AT KEYARENA
Anna Kaplan
Staff Writer
Any Radiohead listener has their
favorite album, and only a few other
bands match the level of intensity
that fans have towards their favorite
record. The new age “A Moon Shaped
Pool” and “The King ofLimbs” junkies
clutch their polished CDs tight, while
“Kid A” and “The Bends” advocates
shout about how much they love “the
old”Radiohead.
No matter your stance on which
one of their nine studio records is
the best, Radioheads performance at
KeyArena on Saturday would wow
any enthusiast. Their ever-expansive
set touched on every record at least
once, leaving the crowd in tears of
beauty and amazement.
I feel like anyone who listens to
Radiohead thinks they are the biggest
Radiohead fan. I thought I was a
decent fan until a person near the
front of the line told me they had seen
every show on this tour so far, with
Saturday nights show marking their
28th time seeing the band. So I’ll put it
out there that I am not near that level
ofRadiohead expertise; however, their
musichas played an invaluable role in
developing my musical taste.
I first listened to Radioheads
discography in my sophomore year of
high school, when I decided I needed
to take a break from all current music
to listen to classic alternative records.
Radiohead neared the top of that list,
and changed the course of my music
taste forever from the first piano
key of “Planet Telex” off of 1995s
“The Bends”.
Now that I’m in my sophomore
year of college, I couldn’t have made
Radiohead’s Saturday headline
appearance at KeyArena any timelier
if I tried. I arrived at the venue a mere
three hours before doors opened,
and surprisingly, the minutes flew by.
Before I knew it I was sliding my way
into a third row, just left of center spot
in the general admission pit.
Israeli band Dudu Tassa 8c the
Kuwaitis opened the show promptly
at 7:30 p.m. The Jewish-Arabic
band’s sound provided a 30-minute
look into Middle Eastern alternative
music, blending alt-sounds with lyrics
entirely in Arabic.
And like clockwork, the lights
dimmed at 8:30 p.m., and Radiohead
appeared on stage. The British band
kicked off the set with “Daydreaming,”
a six-minute track off of their latest
album, “A Moon Shaped Pool”.
The track itselfis a melancholy panic
attack personified—a meandering
piano that blooms into sharp stringed
orchestra. Combined with frontman
Thom Yorke’s wavering howl and
the twinkling white lights that shone
across KeyArena, this was one of the
most beautiful opening moments of a
show I have ever seen.
Radiohead’s production continued
to put me in awe as they continued
through the set, continuing with two
more songs off of “A Moon Shaped
Pool” before venturing into their
must-plays, as well as rarities from the
rest of their discography.
During every night of this tour so
far, Radiohead has chosen to play a
song that they haven’t played in years.
Seattle’s lucky pick was a single that
Thom Yorke and company have not
played in over five years.
Once people realized that it was
“These Are My Twisted Words,”
the arena roared into an almost
indescribable sound of excitement.
That noise reprised a few more times
throughout the night, as any time
the band would start playing the first
couple of chords of songs people
weren’t expecting, the arena would
erupt into shrieks of disbelief.
The pandemonium was a bit
comical on the more acoustic tracks
such as “Exit Music (For A Film)” and
“No Surprises,” but I definitely uttered
my fair share of incredulous shrills
throughout the night.
One of those moments was when
they pulled out a strange instrument
that looked like an industrialmachine.
It startedsputtering beats, and when I
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realized they were mixing “Idioteque”
live I pretty much completely lost
my cool.
My favorite faster tracks ofthe night
were “Bodysnatchers” and “Burn the
Witch,” as the intensity and lighting
design of the two could not be beat.
However, the largest moment of
shock was when they kept coming
back out for an unnerving amount of
encores. I didn’t think I could be any
more impressed when they walked
out for the start of the third encore,
but when they began “Fake Plastic
Trees,” I knew I would never be
more satisfied.
As I made my way out ofKeyArena
in a state of tranquility, someone was
playing Radiohead’s “Everything in Its
Right Place.” After that performance, I
realized I couldn’t agree more.
Author may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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TAM NOODLE BOX: A SWEET DELIGHT
Kendra Leon
VolunteerWriter
Tam Noodle Box, a small Asian
fusion restaurant nestled on the
corner Broadway and Jefferson,
offers a nice lunch-in or a quick take-
out. The outside is mainly marked by
a lone, yet colorful sign, but thelarge
windows make up the difference,
allowing any passerby a glimpse
into the restaurant. Tam Noodle Box
enjoyed a soft opening on Tuesday,
and it’s just across from Campion.
Stepping into the door, the first
thing I saw was the shining white
counter, which was wide enough to
act as both a bar to customers and
work station for the cashiers. The
colors inside the restaurant were a
soothing mix of reds and whites,
with decorations like small rice hats
planted against one of the red walls.
Above our heads was a sign made
up of light bulbs that spelled out the
restaurants name.
The place didn’t have many people
in it when I arrived, so the cashier
told me to take my time choosing
my meal from the orange paper
menu they handed me. The menu
has three sections—Small Plates,
Tam Noodles, and Drinks—and
after getting a recommendation for
each section, I paid for my meal up
front. This initially struck me as odd
as I made my way to my seat by one
of the large windows.
It wasn’t long before I got my
next surprise: the food was in take-
out containers. There was a square,
orange and red sticker that explained
how to open the container into a
more plate like shape, but how much
I succeeded is up for debate.
In any case, the food quickly took
my mind off that. The eggrolls came
in a set of three. I really liked them
for their nice, crunchy shell and hot,
soft center made up of vegetables
and pork. (Don’t worry; veggie egg
rolls are also available). I liked it so
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much I didn’t bother to pace myself,
and I quickly felt the heat pressing
against the walls ofmy mouth.
To help ease the pain of my
avoidable mistake, I drank my Thai
iced tea. The color of the drink
rose from the bottom’s dark red to
the top’s soft pink with little black
flakes. The Thai iced tea was almost
sweet, but subdued enough that the
best way I can describe the drink
is “smooth.” The second the straw
made that empty sucking sound, I
was immediately disappointed with
life and wanted more.
Then came the main course: the
Pad Thai Tam Noodles. I won’t
he—it felt like a lot to get through.
I managed to finish maybe half of
it before I called it quits, so I can
definitely say it was filling.
This was a little surprising since I
had a light lunch and exercised for
more than an hour. The chicken I
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Tam Noodle Box is a new restaurant that opened on the corner ofJefferson and Broadway
opted for was tender, and the onions
well-steamed. I’m not a fan of tofu
in general, so the most I can say is
that it’s scrambled form was...okay.
The noodles and onions were easy
to chew, and whatever spices were in
it were well hidden, because when I
stoppedto take a breath I felt my taste
buds burning.
Every few bites I took a break,
which allowed me to enjoy the view
outside my window of Broadway.
Cars and pedestrians passing by
were oddly soothing, especially
since the modern music was loud
enough to mute the noises coming
from the outside, but not so loud
that I couldn’t hear the chatter from
the other customers. From my seat, I
got a clear view of the corner of First
Hill Medical Building, where a row
of trees with blooming flowers lined
the street in front of it.
Overall, it was a nice experience.
everythig food
My only major complaint is that
expanding the to-go box into aplate-
like form was a little confusing, but
even then I see the genius in a take-
out container for customers to pack
up and leave with.
My recommendation is to come
here for lunch. Enjoy a sit down
chat with friends and enjoy the view,
especially during the daytime. Or
you can get your food on the go,
which won’t be a long wait if my
experience is anything to go by.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
“LIFE” REMINDS US WHY WE SHOULD BE SCARED OF SPACE
Madeline Mesa
Staff Writer
There is a recent Hollywood trend of
setting a cast of characters in outer
space and have things go terribly
wrong in a beautiful symphony
of worst-case-scenarios set in the
final frontier. This concept is barely
original, dating back to films like
“2001: A Space Odyssey”, and 2014
and 2013 blockbusters, “Interstellar”
and “Gravity”.
Less flashy studios have taken their
swing at the horror movie set in
space trope. For instance, 2011s
“Apollo 18” is an example of an earlier
attempt and is a film whose plot
closely resembles that of “Life”. Both
films explore what’s lurking around
the corner of the unknown and look
deep into the brazen eyes of American
space imperialism, drawing out a
sense of terror and unknowingness
from their audience. “Life” is a
suspenseful, disturbing and thrilling
glimpse into what could happen if
humans continue to assume that they
are the only intelligent life in our
solar system.
The film features a celebrity-
heavy cast with actors such as
Jake Gyllenhaal, Ryan Reynolds
and Rebecca Ferguson. The dad-
like panache of Ryan Reynolds
character, Rory, reinforces his role
on the ship of the comical, hardened,
adventurousastronaut.
[Warning: spoilers ahead.] If traits
like that have been any indication of
a character’s fate in past films, one can
deduct what happens to the confident
and protective Rory. The screen is
shared with David (Jake Gyllenhaal),
Miranda (Rebecca Ferguson),
Ekaterina (Olga Dihovichnaya), Hugh
(Ariyon Bakare) and Sho (Hiroyuki
Sanada). A Hollywood blockbuster
would of course not be complete
without a predictable and chemistry-
less romantic storyline. Gyllenhaaland
Dihovichnaya’s characters share an
unnaturalattraction to each other that
doesn’t do much to brew sympathy for
either character in their dire situation.
Character predictability aside, the
interaction of all six crew members on
the ship and the extraterrestrial they
encounter continue an entertaining
romp through the film’s plotline.
Perhaps the worst parts of this film
are the women’s roles. Both women
speak in sterile, detached, almost
robotic tones and the two women cast
as Ekaterina and Miranda look nearly
identical to each other. They both
talk in the same Siri-esque cadence,
making it is confusing to the viewer
to follow the lives of these astronauts
in their dark spacecraft when two of
them look and sound the same. This
contrasts with characters like Ryan
Reynolds’ almost cartoon-esque and
caricatured personality traits and
more-or-less reinforces Hollywood’s
view ofwomen as pretty, level-headed
characters there to point a male-
dominant cast to safety.
“Life”, above all else, accurately
encapsulates the sense of wonder
and discovery one could imagine the
astronauts (and the world) reacting to
such finding like life on Mars. In fact,
you can’t tell the film is ahorror movie
until about the second half, It’s within
the second halfwhere one could get a
sense of Daniel Espinosa flexing his
directorial muscles. The shot choices,
the camera angles and the framing
of each and every shot contributes
to a larger sense of horror and doom
within the space station. Scenes in
which characters die are shot in
undesirable length with up-close
visuals, so even ifthe viewer wanted to
look away, they couldn’t. The gore in
“Life” is congratulatory; it is terrifying
without being over the top, a happy
medium few horror directors get
away with.
Another variable in horror movies
that is rarely executed well is the
subject of the monster, or in this case,
the alien. While the alien is designed to
look like a anthropomorphic starfish-
octopus, it’s capabilities are far more
sinister. The creature conveniently
evades all the humanly ties to survival
such as, heat, food, water, gravity
and oxygen. This‘design makes for
a near impossible victory for the
naive humans.
Overall, “Life” is a rare, well- film for it’s ending, so they too can
executed space horror movie to hit the experience the sheer terror of a grim,
theaters. Something surprising about poetic and utterly unhappy ending,
the film was how the director chose to
end thefilm. The ending is unexpected Authormay be reached at
and ominous and punctuates “Life” mmesa@su-spectator.com
as a must-see movie this spring. If
anything, viewers should see this
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LOST AND FOUND: TERRACOTTA WARRIORS AT PACIFIC SCIENCE CENTER
Shelby Barnes
A&E Editor
The' Pacific Science Center opened
its doors on Thursday for a preview
of its newest exhibition; Terracotta
Warriors of the First Emperor.
Originally belonging to the Peoples
Republic of China, The Terracotta
Armyexhibition features artifacts that
dateback to the first emperorofChina,
over 2,000 years ago. The event was
hosted speakers such as former First
Lady ofWashington Mona Lee Locke,
former Governor of Washington
Gary Locke, and President and CEO
of the Pacific Science Center Will
Daughtery. All speakers emphasized
the importance that this hold not only
in our local community, but nationally
as well.
Dr. Lisa C. Niziolek, a guest curator,
served as one ofkey players in making
the Terracotta Warriors a possibility.
Niziolek expressed that even though
the exhibit is depiction of an event
that happened many years ago, it is
an historical example that still stands
to educate the many during this
trying time.
“It focuses on a very pivotal time
in Chinese history when the country
was unified for the first time under
the first emperor,” said Niziolek. “I
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think especially at this point in time
it’s important to sort of develop
cultural understanding between the
United States and China, and sort of
expose people to innovations that
were not necessarily those ofmodern
western society.”
The Terracotta Warriors, and
archeology in general, can expand
one’s mind to better understand the
world. They allow for nations to
work together, a bind themselves in a
manner that impacts decisions in the
present and future. Niziolek noted
that this is an important point that is
currently needed in the US due to its
political division.
“Right now for the US there’s a lot
of division politically. I think it’s really
important to see sort of the roots of
successful unification that go back
more than 2000 years in China,” said
Niziolek. “I think that’s an important
lesson for sure and sort of developing
an appreciation for possible different
leadership styles as well, so even
though throughout Chinese history
dynasties change, leaders changed, the
country maintained its unity.”
Senior political science major
Demetra Annest shared similar
viewpoints to that of Niziolek.
“About exposing us to Chinese
culture and history and it gives people
a little more insight into what Chinese
history is about.”
Annest continued to explain that by
having insight into Chinese history,
we can have better relations with
them, a relationship she believed was
on the mend.
“Doing a little better, and we seem
to be aiming for good relations
with them.”
Even though some may see this a
political stance, or an opportunity
improve upon the relationship
between the United States and China,
some see the Terracotta exhibit
merely as interesting art exhibit, an
opportunity to experience history.
“I want to see them because I feel
like it’s one of those things you should
see,” said physics and math major AJ
Fish, who preferred to see the warriors
in a non political light.
The Terracotta Warrior exhibition
will be on display at the Pacific
Science Center through September
4. Visit pacificsciencecenter.org for
more information.
Shelby may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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NBA DRAFT BIG BOARD: TOP PROSPECTS
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
With the college basketball season now
over, the top prospectswill be training
and looking forward to the NBA Draft
in June. This is an important time for
both the players being drafted and the
teams doing the drafting. Teams will
need to choose a player who they think
will fit in well with theircurrent roster,
and help them in the future, while
players will be hoping a team with the
tools to help them develop will draft
them. Here are my top prospects for
the upcoming draft.
1. Markelle Fultz, G, Washington:
No matter who gets the top pick in
the draft, they will be taking Fultz.
He already has the skill set to be a
productive every day player in the
NBA and he will only improve. His
defense is the one area that needs
work, but landing with a coach who
can help with that should turn him
into a top player one day
2. Lonzo Ball, G, UCLA: The only
team that might take Ball over Fultz
is the Lakers, but Ball is a good
bet to be a star one day too. He can
change the pace and look of a team
immediately. His downfalls are his
lack ofathleticism and his funkyjump
shot that may get him into trouble at
the next level if he cant fix his form.
3. Josh Jackson, F, Kansas: The 6’8”
forward is projecting to be a top-3 pick
in the draft due to his combination of
size, athleticism, and defense. A lot of
the NBA bottom dwellers could use a
perimeter defender like him, but his
jumpshot improved in final months of
the season, showing he could develop
into a primary offensive weapon.
4. Jonathon Isaac, F, Florida State:
Isaac doesn’t get a lot of attention,
but he could be a star one day.
He can shoot the 3 well and has
the size and speed to play defense
against other bigs as well. He will
be a matchup nightmare.
5. Lauri Markkanen, F, Arizona: At
SPORTS
his highest, Markkanen projects to be
the next Dirk (Anybody else hoping
the Mavericks trade up for him?).
He is a 7-footer who has one of the
sweetest strokes in college. There are a
lot of NBA coaches salivating over the
thought of a weapon like that. In the
space-and-pace era of the NBA right
now, a big man that can shoot that
well is sought after.
6. De’Aaron Fox, G, Kentucky: If he
had a jumper, Fox would be in the top
three.His shining performance was his
39-point outing in the Sweet Sixteen
when he outplayed Lonzo Ball. He is
quick, defends well, and can finish at
the rim, but he doesn’t have a reliable
enough jumper. The big argument is
over whetherhe will be able to survive
in the NBA where there is a wealth of
point guards and being able to knock
down outside shots is more important
7. Frank Ntilikina, G, France:
Another big point guard. Ntilikina
is 6’5” and still 18, but lesser known
PHOTO VIA MYSPORTSFANTASYTALK
Markelle Fultz is considered thefront runner to be taken with the No. 1 pick.
since he plays outside the U.S. He
could end up being the best player
in this draff.
8. Malik Monk, G, Kentucky: I
think that Monk will drop a bit in the
draff due to his size. He is not a point
guard—more of a pure scorer—but
he is too short to guard the two-spot
where he will be outmuscled. But, his
knackfor scoring and hitting big shots
will make him something of a better
Jamal Crawford.
9. Dennis Smith Jr, G, NC State: In
this guard heavy draff, a team who is
maybe a point guard away from being
a playoff contender will get lucky as
one of these guys, most likely Smith,
drops in the lottery. Smith has a great
motor, and though he isolder than
some of these guards, he will likelybe
able to help a team right away.
10. Jayson Tatum, F, Duke: The
forward may not fall this far in the
draff, but his lack of athleticism may
allow him to drop. He may be the
best scorer in the draff, which could
benefit him ifhe falls to a better team,
11. Zach Collins, C, Gonzaga: The
big man still has some work to do on
his shot in order to be useful in the
NBA, but he showed of skill protecting
the rim in the Tournament.
12. Miles Bridges, F, Michigan State:
Bridges reminds me of Aaron Gordon
with a better jumper. This guy can
jump out of the gym, but an NBA
team will need to find a position for
him as he projects as a ‘tweenerfor the
3 and 4 spot.
13. Luke Kennard, F, Duke: Kennard
upped his draff stock this year, but
he will need to develop skills to be
more than a knockdown shooter
in the NBA.
14.Justin Jackson, F, North Carolina:
Jackson probably will never be a star,
but his all around abilities will allow
him to help an NBA team off the
bench.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U BATS EXPLODE AS BASEBALL PICKS UP SERIES WIN
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
Nearly two months into the 2017
season, Seattle University baseball
finally got its first series win of the
season, taking two out of three games
against Northern Colorado.
The Redhawks (11-19-1, 3-6 WAC)
traveled to Greeley, Colo, to take
on the Bears and left with their best
offensive production of the season.
They got a season high 19 hits in
their 14-12 victory, on Friday. It is not
quite the pitching performance they
hoped for, but their bats are finally
starting to wake up.
Junior Curtis Perrin led the way in
the first game, going 3-3 at the plate,
including two home runs. Seattle
U maintained the lead, but they
gave Northern Colorado plenty of
chances to get back in it. After taking
a 14-8 lead in the eighth inning, they
allowed the Bears to score four runs
REDHAWKS BATTLE, FALL SHORT OF WIN
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
Seattle University softball failed to
keep their lead on Friday as they
fell short in two back-to-back losses
on Saturday in a series against New
Mexico State University this weekend.
The Redhawks (14-24, 3-3 WAC)
fought hard against the Aggies and
won the first game on Friday, but after
a stormy night cut the second game
short that was then resumed Saturday,
the Redhawks ultimately lost the
series.
“As a whole, the second game we ran
into a great offensive team and the first
and third game we fought,” said Head
Coach Geoff Hirai. “I mean, that’s the
one thing we teach, is to fight and
work ethic. And I can’t be more proud
of these kids.”
The Redhawks certainly fought. In
the first innings of the third game,
the teams battled to get runs on the
scoreboard until the bottom of the
third inning when Paige Bouska hit
20 SPORTS
in the bottom halfof the frameto pull
within two runs. But, that is as close
as they would get as the Redhawks
pulled off a win.
The offense kept it going the next
game, but this time the poor pitching
caught up to them as they lost 10-11.
After taking a 6-1 lead through five
innings, the pitching staff collapsed.
The Redhawks were outscored 10-4
the rest of the game to take the
loss. Freshman Nick Hoefling gave
up two earned runs before being
pulled without recording an out, and
sophomore Tyler Oldenberg, who has
been their most reliable arm out of
the bullpen, gave up seven runs, six
earned, in 1.1 innings.
Despite the hard loss, they came
back in game three for a 10-1 victory.
Freshman Lucas Chapman made
his first start of the season, earning
his first win afterpitching 5.1 innings,
striking out five and giving up one
run. He was relieved by freshman
to drive Kayla Gonzales to home to
take a lead of 1-0. The Redhawks lead
didn’t stick when in the top of the fifth
the Aggies crashed to the top with a
whopping four runs, pushing to the
front at 4-1, until Gonzales hit a solo
home run to keep the Redhawks in the
game. The battle continued with both
teams gaining two runs in the seventh
inning to ultimately end the game 6-4.
This was Gonzales’ second home
run hit of the season, and as a senior
she says it felt pretty good. “I’m a
senior so I only have a couple games
left, and [I’m excited for] just really
taking advantage of the rest of the
season and going hard and proving
people wrong,” said Gonzales.
The Redhawks have been consistent
contenders and proving people wrong
this season, with a win last week
against one of the harder teams in the
conference, GrandCanyon University.
The team is confident in their ability,
mentality and commitment to
persevere; they look forward to a
season full ofwins.
PHOTO VIA RICK MAY
Sean Sutton had four RBIs in thefinal game of the series.
Nathan Bonck who has struggled in
his starts, but pitched 2.2 scoreless
innings and struck out three.
On the offensive end junior Sean
Sutton broke out of a season long
slump, going 3-5, and getting 4 RBIs.
Junior Michael Ciancio had two hits
and knocked in two runs.
The Redhawks scored 29 runs for
the weekend, a major step up from
their performance the rest of the
season. This was aided by some key
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No. 7 Savannah Loomis gets a single in one of the three games Seattle U played
against New Mexico State.
“All 18 of these kids, even the ones
that are hurt, they are totally bought
into what we’re trying to do and it’s
fun to coach when they’re totally
bought in,” Hirai said.
The team has the fight in them,
they just need to work on the “little
things”, Hirai explained, particularly
during the WAC tournament to make
it to regionals.
With a current 3-3 WAC record,
contributors breaking out of slumps.
Sutton went 5-10 in the last two games
of the series and Andreychuk went
6-14.
Seattle U is looking to sustain this
success for the restofthe season as they
fight to climb back into contention for
a conference championship.
Editor may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
the team has an enormous amount
of potential to pull ahead for a
successful season, and with some
colossal teams out of the way, the path
ahead is hopeful.
The Redhawks head to Utah Valley
nextweek for another series beginning
on Friday, April 14.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
TIME OUT SESSION: SEATTLE U SWIMMER BLAISE WITTENAUER-LEE
Michelle Newblom
Volunteer Writer
Blaise Wittenauer-Lee made history
this season by becoming the first
Seattle Universityswimmer to qualify
for the NCAA championships. It
was an amazing end to her season
and an even better end to her career
as a Redhawk.
Q: How does it feel to be the first
SU swimmer to qualify for the NCAA
championships?
BW: Being able to represent Seattle
Uat NCAAs was an honor. Qualifying
for NCAAs was honestly a dream
come true. I feel very blessed to have
been apart of this program and see it
change over the past four years.
Q: How was your experience on the
SU swim team?
BW: My experience on the team
was great. I’ve been a swimmer for the
majority ofmy lifebut the time I spent
on the SU team will always stand out.
TRACK AND FIELD SET THE BAR HIGH FOR UPCOMING SEASON
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
This weekend Track and Field
competed in War X at Spokane
Community College and managed to
place top 3 in 13 events. The meet took
place over the course of two days and
had over 20 teams from Washington
and the surrounding region.
“This meet is when our outdoor
season really gets underway,” said
Head Coach Trisha Steidl “It’s the
second outdoor meet of the season
for the full team and gives everyone
a good idea of where their fitness is
versus where they want to be by the
end of the season.”
The women’s team placed third
overall in the meet with 10 top 3
finishes amountingto 101 points,while
the men finished seventh with a score
of 34.5. Some standout performances
came from Jordan Kenison, who
set a new school record in the men’s
pole vault; Moira O’Connor-Lenth,
who improved her PR by a minute
in the 5000m; and Mariah Gibb, who
I’ve made friendships that will last a
lifetime and I have learned so much
about myself. I was looking at a few
other schools but I was definitely
meant to be a SU Redhawk.
Q: How did you first get into
swimming?
BW: I started swimming at age five
and never stopped. My whole family
swam throughout high school and
some of them swam in college as well,
so it is sort of like a family tradition.
Q: How do you feel your last season
went at SU?
BW: I don’t think I could have
dreamed of a better last season as a
Redhawk. The coaches and I set big
goals at the beginning of the year
and I’m happy to say we achieved
them all. I could not have done it
without my coaches, family, and
especially my teammates.
Q: What are you going to miss most
about the program?
BW: I already miss seeing my
finished first in the triple jump while
also having a top-three finish in the
100m hurdles. It is also worth noting
the Redhawks’ results in 200 meter
dash, with Caylah Lunning taking
first and teammate Madison Lichter
taking third.
Many members of the team,
particularly distance runners,
participated in events outside of
their specialty, using their results
from War X as a guideline on how to
practice for Conference.
“For the most part the distance
runners weren’t competing in their
main events today,” Steidl said. “It’s
good to change things up and work
on different aspects of strengths and
weaknesses. Moving forward we have
some work to do, but I believe the
team is heading in a good direction.”
With this being oneof thefirst major
outdoor meets, War X has set the tone
for the remainder ofthe season, which
looks very promising for the team.
“The main focuses are on building
on every meet, working towards
putting our best team together at the
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Blaise Wittenauer-Lee is the first Seattle U swimmer to qualify for the NCAA
Championships.
teammates daily and suffering
through hard practice with them. I
miss the comradery of a team sport
and the overwhelming support of the
coaches, Craig and Katherine.
Q: What’s most memorable ofyour
college swimming experience?
BW: There were a lot of memorable
moments during the past four years,
but my favorite has to be beating
NorthernColorado in a duel meet my
PHOTO VIA SEATTLE U TRACK AND FIELD
Freshman Jordan Kenison set a new Men’s Triple Jump school record.
Conference meet, and being ready
to compete at a high level there.
Qualifying for Nationals is always a
focus as well,” Steidl said.
The track season continues
in California, with part of the
team travelling to the Bryan Clay
Invitational in Azuza, CA on April
APRIL 12. 2017
junior year. That was the first time, in
Seattle U Swimming history, that we
beat a WAC team and it started an
amazing year of victories. Our team
has changed so much in the past four
years and we have gotten so much
stronger.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
14, while the others go to Long
Beach for the Beach Invite on the
15th. For more information on the
,
results of specific War X events, visit
www.goseattleu.com.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
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NEED A FRIEND? APRIL IS HERE
Are you stressed about this quarter? Have you found that staring into the abyss
no longer satisfies your boredom? Well lookno further, because the internethas
once more out down itselfby providing live coverage of natures long necked
friend; April the giraffe.
For over 3 months, the New York Zoo has provided live coverage ofApril, the
soon to be baby mama. The live coverage captures Aprils every move, following
her as she shuffles from one corner to the next. Consider it the C-Span of the
animal world. You don’tknow why you’re watching, but it’s on your screen, and
you’re not clicking off.
One when watching April shouldn’t only focus on the live feed itself, but the
comments that accompany it. Reading the comments as they roll through is
like watching a live episode of the Kardashians. Bonds are made, friends are
betrayed. For some viewers it’s almost like a steamy affair, professing their love
and admiration for April.
It’s moments like these that we can learn from April. If she can attract thousands
by merely swishing her tail, one may have better luck strapping a live cam on
themselves and standing in a corner thanregistering on lonelyrus.com.
Tiredofnothing to do? April. Looking for a friend? April. Bored while eating?
April. Need inspiration? April. The giraffe is the solution to everything. Even in
this new found joy, please remember the cam will turn off once her four legged
spawn enters this world. So turn on your monitor, grab a beer, and waste away
with theremaining time left with April.
—Shelby Barnes, Arts & Entertainment Editor
The Spectator editorial board consistsofJennaRamsey, ChristopherSalsbury, Nick Turner, TessRiski, Bill Goldstein, ShelbyBarnes, Cameron Peters, and MandyRusch. Signedcommentaries
reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
OPINION
LETTER FROM A 20.9-YEAR-0LD
Today marks the one-week countdown to the day I’ve been dreaming of
since I was an 18-year-old playing “Hey Mister” in the Safeway parking lot of
my hometown. (Also, I highly discourage asking strangers for alcohol—very
risky. Don’t do it, kids!) On the eve of this momentous occasion, there are some
memories ofmy past life that I am more than eager to leavebehind.
No more walking confidently up to the counter of an unnamedgrocery store
on Jefferson, praying that the dreaded, laser-beam question doesn’t escape the
cashier’s lips: “ID please?” I liken that feeling to the embarrassment of calling
your teacher “mom” in the third grade: irredeemable.
And say goodbye to my shoddy response to the cashier’s ID request, in which I
stumble out of the store, mumbling about leaving everything besides mymoney
at home. “I’ll just run home really quick to grab it,” I say. We both shake our
heads; we both know it’s untrue.
Farewell to the days of indebtedness to my 21-and-up pals, or those with the
holy commodity known as a fake ID. “Fake” is a bit of a misnomer here; these
IDs have been some of the truest of friends in times of crisis.
No longer shall I watch my 24-year-old sister indulge in a glass ofmerlot with
her pasta primavera at a local Italian restaurant. I want merlot with my pasta
primavera, too. Instead, I stare longingly, yearning to feel like an adult as I slurp
my way to the bottom of a Shirley Temple. At leastmy drinkhas free refills.
Sure, this idolatry of legal drinking will probably lead to some let-downs. A
lifetime of access to bars, pubs and clubs might lose its luster after a few years.
But I just want some wine with my pasta—and I’m not talking about it as a side
to my Top Ramen. Today, I am 20.981-years-old. In one week, I will be 21. I’ll
saunter right into the nearby bar and ordermyself a Shirley Temple—with a shot
of vodka. I may even feign surprise when the bartender asks for my ID—just for
gigs. Watch out, world, and please drink responsibly.
—Tess Riski, News Editor
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• I am sitting in the Quad andall ofa sudden it started
*
to pour rain... why is the weather so unpredictable?
Your man,
Steve Pool
A Hello Mr. Pool,• I thought that you were supposed to tell me what the
• weather was doing? ANYWAYS, I think that because
it is spring in Seattle, the weather has full reign on what
it wants to do. Just don’t question it.
Sincerely,
Papa Meteorologist Jon
QHeyyoo Papa,* Why won’t Father Steve divest?
Your ecofriend,
Person Green
A Hello Person green,• It’s indirect, baby....
* Think about it,
Papa J.
QPAPAl!• I thinkmy boss hates me. They always try andget me* in trouble when I’m doing nothing wrong...
Scared,
Hard worker
A Hello hard worker,• I suggest you work your butt offand steal their job.
• No better revenge than increasing your paycheck.
Your cynical friend,
Papa Jon
To submit a question, go to http://ask.fm/DearPapaJon. I can’t wait to
hear from you all!! Love, Papa Jon
April 12. 2017 23
EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT:
“TEE OFF FORE TROOPS”
TEE-OFF FORE TROOPS IS A CHARITY GOLF TOURNAMENT
MONDAY, MAY 29, 2017, TO BENEFIT FRIENDS OF AMERICAN
LAKE VETERAN’S GOLF COURSE, A NON-PROFIT WHOSE
MISSION IS TO PROVIDE A SAFE SPACE FOR VETERANS
TO REHAB THROUGH THE GAME OF GOLF. ORGANIZED BY
GRADUATE STUDENTS OF THE SEATTLE UNIVERSITY MASTER
OF SPORTS ADMINISTRATION AND LEADERSHIP (MSAL)
PROGRAM, THE GOAL OF THIS EVENT IS TO RAISE AWARENESS
AND FUNDS FOR THE FRIENDS OF AMERICAN LAKE.
FIND OUT MORE AT TEE-OFF-FOR-TROOPS.ORG, OR EMAIL
TEE-OFF-FORE-TROOPS@OUTLOOK.COM
:
READ ON P. 9
THANKS FOR READING!
PICK UP A NEW ISSUE OF THE
SPECTATOR EVERY WEDNESDAY.




Campion Ballroom, Seattle University
May 15, 2017
We will be celebrating three outstanding local
Leaders with a networking event, award reception
and dinner in theirhonor.







Seattle University Student Center
Tuesday, May 9, 2017
11:00 AM to 2:00 PM
